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A journey about social entrepreneurship – 
for international exchange and networking

       The project idea
• An international meeting place for women about 
gender equality, sustainability, empowerment and social 
inclusion

• High light good examples and role models of the work 
of social enterprises that are working with recycling, 
textile and handicraft

• The meeting place will contribute to exchange of 
experience, development of new ideas, establish contacts 
and build a network for the participants from all countries

Success Teams – to work together in a 
group for development and success!

Source of  inspiration: Christiane Bannuscher, Management & Karriere, Rostock, Germany

The idea of  Success Teams can be applied for various groups where the 
participants have wishes for personal or professional development. Success Teams 
can be used in circumstances when there is a need of  change or development in 
personal life, work life or in the running of  the business. It can be a method for 
starting or developing the work together for the staff  or for the employees of  a 
social enterprise.

Women in Success Teams achieve their aims faster and improve their self-
discipline and management thanks to the regular meetings and the motivational 
impact of  the group dynamics.

Once a Success Team has been recruited and formed, the group of  women, around 
four to six persons, meet regularly during 6 months or for a year for development 
and to support each other. Each and every participant works towards their 
individual goals but gets help and support from the other team members. By giving 
themselves “homework” and setting achievable goals, the participants train to be 
successful. 

Meetings in successful Success Teams.



Organizing success through helping each other

From working in a team to becoming a lone fighter. That’s what happens 
to many women who start their own business. This is where the method 
Business Success Teams comes into the picture. It is about organizing 
success through helping each other. The method is useful also for the 
work in a social enterprise.

“I was looking for new tools to support female entrepreneurs when I read 
about this and decided to try” says Christiane Bannuscher, who’s been 
working with management and career councelling in Rostock, Germany since 
1998 in her own business Management & Karriere, www.management-
und-karriere.de

She has organized teams in Germany, over the borders in four countries 
around the Baltic Sea and, during the pandemic, through Zoom instead of  
meetings in real life. The method has been valuable in all different 
settings, even if  the cross country experience was the most challenging.  
And a highlight for the participants women as well as for Christiane 
Bannuscher herself. The Going Abroad project resulted in a handbook 
about Business Success Teams that you can download here, www.femnet.
se/documents/

Dr. Christiane Bannuscher has successfully organized Business 
Success Teams in Germany and in the South Baltic

Key factors for success
Usually the 4-6 participants in a Success team live in the same place and 
meet regularly during one year or six months.
“They act as a board in each other‘s companies. Every participant must ask 
for the kind of help she needs. It can be problems with setting up a 
homepage, the need to organize the work more efficiently, to combine family 
and business tasks problems with handling the book keeping, financing 
equipment or finding better ways to contact new customers. The participants 
learn from each other and develop self  confidence as well as better 
business and personal skills”, Christiane Bannuscher explains.

She defines a few key factors for success:
1. The participants come from different branches, which means that they 
will widen their perspectives.
2. They are motivated and ready to support each other. And prepared to 
meet every month for two-three hours. The biggest risk is participants who 
don’t have enough time.

3. Respectful communication and empathy toward each other is important 
as well as the structure for the meetings.

“The structure can also be used in one’s own company”, says Christiane 
Bannuscher. For example to ask:  What have I done today?  Which goals 
have I reached? What is the first thing I have to do tomorrow?”

“During the pandemic many have had to work from home. If  you also have 
children at home there is a risk that you fall into gender stereotypes and 
start to do all household chores as well as taking care of the home 
schooling and other things. In our Zoom team we have discussed the 
importance of the combining of family tasks and business - how to manage 
both fields of life.”



The Success Teams will give support over the dips and trials

Smart structure helps
The structure of the meetings is foreseeable and practical. Each participant 
gets the same amount of time to report what has happened since last time, 
to discuss problems and to make commitments for what they will do until 
the next meeting. This is all written down in a journal and the person who 
does the minutes is the one chairing the next meeting.

“To say aloud what you plan to do, and later report the outcome you had is 
a very powerful tool for success”, says Christiane Bannuscher. “As humans 
we tend to live up to the promises we give others. And even more so if  we 
write them down, then they will be like read lines in our brain.”

The Success team is also a place where women entrepreneurs learn how to 
talk about topics that do not come easily to many women. Money is one of  
them. Success is another. Both are important. 

To celebrate when things go well is another thing that some of us tend 
to neglect. A cake or a bottle of champagne when you won a profitable 
contract, launched a good website or earned a certificate is a good habit 
for the future success, whether you work in your own company or a social 
enterprise.

During the meetings the members in the success team give advice and 
recommendations to each other but it is always up to the individual to 
follow them or not.

Success stories of  the Success Teams
Since Christiane Bannuscher through her organization Frauen in die 
Wirtschaft, Rostock (Women into Business, www.fiw-ev.de ) started to work 
with the method 2003 she has a fountain of success stories to share from 
several hundred participants.

“Women have gained self  confidence, found new business partners and tied 
long lasting ties with other business women, in their own country as well as 
cross borders. They achieve their aims faster and improve their self  
discipline and management.“

The method Success Teams comes from the American career advisor Barbara 
Sher, who wrote the book “I could do anything if  I only knew what it was”.

Lively discussion during one of the meetings.



The method provides a number of  questions to guide the discussion:
1. Where have I not achieved progress?
2. Which aspects have I developed further?
3. What are the explanations for point 1 and 2?
4. What ideas and solutions can I contribute to help the other 
participants?
5. How should I proceed in the future?
6. Are there other efficient practices that I can use?

Round 3: Aims until the next meeting (5 min per participant)
In this round, each participant defines her aims for the next meeting. 
These aims are recorded in a journal, so that it can be checked that the 
participants work in a goal-oriented manner. Each participant has about 
five minutes to state her aims, particularly what will be achieved until 
the next meeting. The targets can be strengthened by being recorded in 
a journal. They are more clearly defined and easier to check because of  
the formulation and because a date is set for when the aim has to be 
achieved.

How to start and run a Success Team

Kick off
During the kick-off  meeting the participants meet face to face and 
are taught how a Success Team works. The participants also learn how 
a meeting is structured and what the preconditions for the work in a 
Success Team are. They learn about the commitment and different roles, 
the potential members of  a Success Team are presented and teams are 
matched. After such a kick-off  meeting, the Success Team starts to work.

Tasks and roles
1. The meeting is led by the participant who took notes in the previous meeting.
2. Choosing a participant who takes notes with the following content:
a. time and place
b. people participating in the meeting
c. tasks for the next meeting
d. other questions
3. After the meeting a copy of  the notes is sent to the participants

 Meeting in a cross border Business Success Team with 
participants from Germany, Sweden and Lithuania.

Structure of  the meeting
Each meeting lasts 2–3 hours and has three stages or rounds: 
Getting started, support and aims.

Round 1: Getting started (5 min per participant)
Every participant reports on the progress of  her work since the last 
meeting:
a. A short report of  the results that have been achieved since the       
previous meeting.
b. A short summary of  the problems that have been solved.
Questions and discussion wait till Round 2!

Round 2: Support (15 min per participant)
The goal of  this round is to evaluate difficult issues and situations 
together and to find solutions for them:
a. The participants give each other advice on how to solve current   
problems.
b. They discuss how they can support each other. 


